
Emergency Fields 
„Erzgebirge“

Use at your own risk. The creator of this file assumes no liability for the data given 
here. The inspection of the fields was done 06/2020. 

Google Earth .kml and Turnpoint .cup File you find here:

https://www.e2glide.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/emergency_fields.zip

https://www.e2glide.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/emergency_fields.zip


Overview of the area: Forest Westerzgebirge

With a few exceptions, this region 
is to be regarded as unlandable. 

Großrückerswalde 
Airfield



XXX_Muldenberg

Only one landing direction uphill to 
the northwest. Final approach parallel 
to the dam wall. Edges of the field 
bordered by ditches. Meadow. 240m 
long diagonally. 

https://www.google.com/map
s/@50.4123097,12.3979109,6
28m/data=!3m1!1e3

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.4123097,12.3979109,628m/data=!3m1!1e3


XXX_Muldenberg

View from northwest in southeast direction



XXX_Tannenbergsthal

In the north the field is limited by a 
ditch. In the east the field is bordered
by a cycle track. In the south, the field
is bordered by a high voltage power 
line. The final approach is only free in 
landing direction south. The field is not 
inclined. Land parallel to the cycle track 
in southern direction. Meadow. Total 
length 370m from ditch to power line. 

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.44
33439,12.4640861,727m/data=!3m1!1e3

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.4433439,12.4640861,727m/data=!3m1!1e3


XXX_Tannenbergsthal

View from touchdown point to final glide area in the
North

View from touchdown point in landing direction (southwest)



XXX_Hammerbrücke
Field is framed by clearly visible 
obstacles (roads, fences). Only one
landing direction available. Landing 
is slightly uphill. Final approach is
exactly over a chimney.  Meadow. 
Length 350m. 

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.436
2926,12.4039652,640m/data=!3m1!1e3

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.4362926,12.4039652,640m/data=!3m1!1e3


XXX_Hammerbrücke

The landing approach is in the middle of the
chimney/just past the side of the chimney

Roll out slightly uphill



XXX_Eibenstock
Two landable directions. Each 
about 400m landing distance. 
Landing is always uphill. The 
edges of the field are marked 
with clearly visible obstacles 
(path, forest). Meadow. 
Uncritical. The southern 
runway may have to be 
followed slightly with a left 
turn while taxiing. 

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.499
6835,12.6156494,1217m/data=!3m1!1e3

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.4996835,12.6156494,1217m/data=!3m1!1e3


XXX_Eibenstock

Southern variant from the highest point of the field in 
the southeast. View in southwest direction.

Northern variant from the highest point of the field. View in 
north direction. 



XXX_Carlsfeld
Two landable directions. Highest
point of the field in the middle right
next to the radio mast. Terrain 
steeply sloping to the southwest. 
Outlanding field is at 920m MSL. 
Meadow. High forest in approach
from northwest. Towards southeast
at the end of the field strong descent. 
400m total length. 

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.44
114,12.5947528,1032m/data=!3m1!1e3

https://www.google.com/maps/@50.44114,12.5947528,1032m/data=!3m1!1e3


XXX_Carlsfeld

View in northwest direction from the highest point of the
field towards the forest.

View from Waldkante towards the highest point of the 
field/radio mast in the southeast. The terrain drops sharply to 
the right. 


